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Abstract— Subtractive photonics is presented as a method
for implementing photonic waveguides into any bulk CMOS
or electronics process. Metal and glass are patterned in the
backend layers by the foundry to reveal suspended dielectric
waveguides when the metal is etched away. This method requires
a simple wet etch and provides waveguiding of light up to the
visible regime using the broad transparency windows of silicon
oxides. Mechanical, chemical, and photonic considerations are
discussed, and photonic design is extensively detailed in the
context of a 180-nm CMOS process. Example waveguides are
constructed and measured, with losses as low as 4.1 dB/cm for
a multimode waveguide at 1550 nm. In addition, waveguides are
measured in the visible range, waveguide-photodiode couplers
are detailed, and electronic–photonic systems are demonstrated
to be unaffected by the etching.

Index Terms— CMOS, optoelectronics, photonics, waveguides.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE dream of integrating photonics with silicon electron-
ics (Fig. 1) has been pursued since the dawn of silicon

photonics almost four decades ago [1]. A marriage of the
maturity and ubiquity of CMOS with the communications,
sensing, and rich nonlinear phenomena available in photonics
may enable more tightly integrated systems than ever before.
This may have a large impact on areas such as communica-
tions, sensing, and lidar, among many others.

Monolithic integration has been realized in foundry silicon
on insulator (SOI) platforms [2] and through post-processing
of foundry platforms, which has yielded the waveguide losses
of 3.7 dB/cm in 45-nm SOI and 25 dB/cm in 32-nm SOI [3],
but it has been difficult to realize in bulk CMOS. While SOI
platforms offer a silicon dioxide layer for confining light in
the thin crystalline silicon layer used for waveguides, bulk
CMOS offers only a silicon substrate with glass and metal
interconnect layers, at first glance a seemingly impossible
platform to realize photonics in. However, there is an important
reason to keep pursuing photonics in bulk CMOS. Bulk CMOS
dominates electronics manufacturing with over 90% of the
logic market [4], which has resulted in a large number of pro-
cess options for electronics designers, from low-cost processes
with fast turnaround and high tape-out availability, to state-of-
the-art processes with the highest performance. Driven by this
motivation, there have been a number of attempts to integrate
photonics into bulk CMOS, which include front-end-of-the-
line (FEOL) methods without process modification, FEOL
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Fig. 1. Integration of photonic waveguides in a digital CMOS chip.

methods with process modification, and back-end-of-the-line
(BEOL) methods.

The basis of FEOL methods without process modification is
the observation that many bulk CMOS processes use polysili-
con for the transistor gates and that polysilicon can be isolated
from the silicon substrate using shallow trench isolation (STI),
a layer of silicon dioxide that is typically several hundred
nanometers thick. Although this isolation is insufficient to
prevent light from coupling into the substrate, it is sufficient to
enable the substrate underneath the polysilicon to be etched
without any effect on the polysilicon. The local etching of
the substrate then provides sufficient optical isolation for
the polysilicon waveguides [5]. This “zero-change” method,
so-called because the foundry bulk CMOS process is not mod-
ified, initially resulted in waveguides with 55-dB/cm loss [4].
In later work, it was recognized that the high losses were
due to the polysilicon material itself, which inspired the use
of subwavelength grating waveguides that achieved a loss of
38 dB/cm [6].

It was recognized that the high losses of bulk CMOS
waveguides could be mitigated using process modification.
For example, changing the standard gate deposition from
polysilicon to amorphous silicon, followed by an anneal step,
can drop the zero-change waveguide losses to 6.2 dB/cm [7].
Alternatively, in the method of deep trench isolation (DTI),
a module is added to the fabrication process for the deposition
of thick oxide trenches in select portions of the bulk CMOS
chip. In one variant of this method, polysilicon waveguides are
then deposited on these thick trenches and can be doped using
the same steps in the fabrication process as the transistors [8],
[9]. This variant yields waveguides with lower loss than
the zero-change method, with the best results in a recent
demonstration of 21 dB/cm for waveguides fabricated with
electronics in a 65-nm process [8]. Previous demonstrations
in a 180-nm memory process have yielded waveguides with
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a loss of 10.5 dB/cm [9]. In the other variant of this method,
amorphous silicon is deposited over the deep trench and then
crystallized using solid phase epitaxy [10]. The crystallized sil-
icon is then selectively etched to form waveguides with losses
as low as 3 dB/cm in standalone operation, but when combined
with electronics, the waveguide loss rises to 20 dB/cm [11].

Clearly, it is possible to produce low-loss waveguides in
bulk CMOS using process modification. However, process
modification necessarily restricts the number of processes
a designer can choose from. Ideally, a designer should be
able to design monolithic electronic–photonic integrated ciruits
(EPICs) in any bulk CMOS process. The zero-change method
comes close to this goal, since the process is not modified, but
even the best waveguide loss of 38 dB/cm [6] is problematic
for large photonic systems like phased arrays. Moreover, both
FEOL methods share with SOI processes the problem of
the size of photonic components. Due to the wavelength of
light, photonic devices consume far more area than electronic
devices, and in advanced electronic processes the photonics
may simply become cost-prohibitive.

One way around the cost problem, in the context of
monolithic integration, is to integrate photonic devices in the
backend of the chip. Several variants of this method have been
explored. In one method, silicon nitride waveguides, electroop-
tic polymer modulators, and polycrystalline germanium metal-
semiconductor-metal photodetectors are deposited on glass on
a silicon wafer. The waveguides attained a loss of 1 dB/cm in a
demonstration platform [12] and show promise for integration
on the backend of a bulk CMOS chip. Another possibility
for this platform is to deposit amorphous silicon waveguides
instead of silicon nitride, which can have losses as low as
5 dB/cm [13]. Since the amorphous silicon is ill-suited for
modulation using the plasma dispersion effect [14], it must be
used in conjunction with an external material. An alternative
that does not require electrooptic polymer involves depositing
amorphous silicon and then annealing it using excimer laser
annealing, a common process in display fabrication [14]. The
annealing results in polycrystalline silicon with large grain
sizes, which could potentially provide low-loss waveguides,
although an initial experimental waveguide had a loss of
65 dB/cm [14]. Modulation could be provided by the plasma
dispersion effect in this platform, which would require doping
during the backend fabrication process.

Although BEOL methods do not strictly require process
modification, since the photonics components could conceiv-
ably be deposited after chip fabrication, the post-processing
is extensive enough that it is similar in cost to process
modification. This motivates the search for a method of BEOL
photonic integration that is low-cost and can be applied to
any electronics process. Subtractive photonics is one potential
result of this search.

The method of subtractive photonics requires patterning the
metal and glass in the BEOL of an electronics chip such that
suspended dielectric waveguides are formed when the metal
is etched away [15], [16], as shown in Fig. 2 and described
in Appendix A. This method entails a number of advantages.
First, the electronics process is not modified, so any electronics
process with multiple interconnect layers of metal and glass

Fig. 2. Visualization of a suspended rib waveguide before and after etching.

Fig. 3. Dimensions of significance in the rib waveguide.

can be used with this method. Second, the wet etching process
is simple and low cost, lowering the barrier to entry. Third,
the multilayer nature of the BEOL stackup naturally opens up
a large design space for waveguide geometry,1 which will be
studied in the following. Fourth, as with all BEOL methods,
subtractive photonics does not require the consumption of
expensive FEOL area, maximizing cost-effectiveness. Fifth,
as with some BEOL methods, the waveguide material is
broadly transparent from the visible through the infrared. All
of these advantages make subtractive photonics a compelling
method of integration.

II. WAVEGUIDES IN 180-nm BULK CMOS

Previous work in subtractive photonics [15] focused on
suspended channel waveguides, in which the dielectric of the
waveguide is surrounded on all sides by air, except for periodic
supports. The waveguides in [15] indicate the need for a large
number of supports per unit length, but significant reflections
at each support will cumulatively limit the practicality of the
suspended channel waveguide. To overcome this problem, the
waveguide geometry is changed from channel to rib. The rib
geometry introduces a rib protruding from a slab, with sup-
ports located at ends of the slab (Fig. 3). The propagating mode

1In contrast, other photonic platforms possess at most three waveguide
layers, and there is little flexibility for waveguide design within the constraints
of those layers.
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF BULK CMOS/DRAM INTEGRATION METHODS

Fig. 4. (a) Simulated confined modes of the M6-V5M5V4 waveguide at 1550 nm. The light blue represents low-k dielectric layers. (b) Image of the
waveguide output at 1550 nm obtained by scanning a lensed fiber across the waveguide facet.

is confined near the ridge and distanced from the support,
thereby minimizing losses due to support reflections.

To demonstrate the method of subtractive photonics,
we present simulations and measurements for two rib waveg-
uide geometries that we have fabricated in a 180-nm bulk
CMOS process optimized for RF devices.

A. M6-V5M5V4 Geometry

This waveguide geometry uses the dielectric associated with
the ultrathick top metal of the RF process for the ridge
of the waveguide and standard dielectric layers for the slab
(Figs. 4 and 5). For the process we used, the ridge dielectric is
the chip passivation, with the ridge patterning occurring on the
metal 6 layer, and the slab patterning occurring on the via 5,
metal 5, and via 4 layers (abbreviated as an M6-V5M5V4
geometry). Although the ultrathick top layer can reasonably
only be used with a multimode waveguide, its thickness, and
the resulting ridge size, provides two immediate benefits: 1) it
guarantees that the fundamental mode will experience low
loss relative to other waveguide geometries in this platform
and 2) it enables low-loss fiber coupling to either the core
of a visible wavelength fiber or the spot of a lensed infrared
wavelength fiber. Both of these benefits make this geometry

well suited for initial investigations. Moreover, the ease of fiber
coupling provides an advantage over other photonic processes
since the mode mismatch between a fiber and a nanoscale
waveguide often causes significant coupling losses. Fig. 6
corroborates this with simulation results.

The M6-V5M5V4 geometry supports six confined modes at
a wavelength of 1550 nm and a ridge width of 5 µm, as shown
in Fig. 7, which plots the normalized index contrast (see Eq. 1)
as ridge width varies. These mode profiles may be compared to
an image of the waveguide facet (Fig. 4), obtained by scanning
a fiber across the waveguide facet. The loss of the fundamental
mode was simulated to be 3.48 dB/cm with 50-nm roughness
and 0.14 dB/cm with 10-nm roughness (see Fig. 8).

The spiral fabricated for estimating the loss of this waveg-
uide geometry is about 4.3 cm long and shown illuminated
with 635-nm light in Fig. 9. We measured the upper bound
(see Appendix B) of the waveguide loss across five samples
and at the wavelengths of 635, 780, and 1550 nm. These results
are plotted in Fig. 10 alongside the only two previous papers
that have reported waveguide loss measurements in unmodified
bulk CMOS [4], [6]. Our best result of 4.1 dB/cm at 1550 nm
is to be compared against the losses of 55 dB/cm in [4] and
38 dB/cm in [6]. The measurements of waveguide loss at vis-
ible wavelengths in unmodified bulk CMOS have, to the best
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Fig. 5. (a) SEM image of an M6-V5M5V4 waveguide. (b) Close-up view
of the ridge of the same waveguide.

of our knowledge, no precedent. The variations in insertion
loss at 780 nm may be caused by dust on the waveguides
or unetched regions of barrier layer, which may cause greater
loss at visible wavelengths than infrared wavelengths since
different modes are excited at each wavelength, which may
interact with the dust or regions of barrier layer differently.

B. V5M5-V4M4V3 Geometry

Another geometry uses the via 5 and metal 5 layers for
a ridge, and the via 4, metal 4, and via 3 layers for the
slab. The choice of a two-layer ridge and a three-layer slab
means that the ridge-slab index contrast is fairly low, even
for rib waveguides. Consequently, the waveguide is single
mode over a broad range of wavelengths for ridges as wide

Fig. 6. Simulated fiber coupling efficiency for all confined modes of an
M6-V5M5V4 waveguide and a lensed fiber with a 5-µm-diameter spot at
1550 nm.

Fig. 7. Normalized effective index of the confined modes of the M6-V5M5V4
waveguide across ridge widths at 1550 nm.

as 4 µm, as shown in Fig. 11. Single-mode waveguides
are useful for phase-sensitive applications such as coherent
communications or interferometry since it can be difficult to
excite and maintain only one mode in a multimode waveguide.
The downside of single-mode rib waveguides is the large
bend radius, a consequence of the low index contrast, so a
multimode waveguide might be more useful for applications
that require compact layouts but are not phase-sensitive.

The TE and TM confined modes at a wavelength of 780 nm
and a ridge width of 4 µm are shown in Fig. 12. The
simulated fiber coupling efficiency is plotted in Fig. 13 for
a lensed 780-nm fiber with a spot size of 2 µm. For the
same geometry and wavelength, Fig. 14 shows the slab width
optimization using an eigenmode expansion (EME) simulator
(see Section IV-B3).

The loss of the V5M5-V4M4V3 geometry with a
3-µm-wide ridge was simulated to be 4.35 dB/cm with
50-nm roughness and 0.15 dB/cm with 10-nm roughness (see
Fig. 8, which depicts a waveguide with comparable rough-
ness). The upper bound (see Appendix B) for this geometry
with a 3-µm-wide ridge was measured to be 20.7 dB/cm at
a wavelength of 1550 nm and using a spiral about 3.5 cm
long. Although this waveguide loss compares favorably to
many other methods of integrating photonics with electronics
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Fig. 8. SEM images for estimating sidewall roughness. Note that the
horizontal surfaces are very smooth so that only the vertical sidewalls
contribute to scattering loss. (a) M6-V5M5V4 waveguide. (b) V5M5V4-M4V3
waveguide.

(see Table I), the insertion loss of the spiral is significantly
greater than that of the M6-V5M5V4 waveguide, which can
be reasonably attributed to the large bend losses of the V5M5-
V4M4V3 geometry. At visible wavelengths, a lack of suitable
amplification prevented loss measurements due to the large
insertion loss, again most likely due to the bend loss of this
geometry.

III. PHOTODIODE COUPLERS

CMOS processes offer a convenient method of interfacing
between optics and electronics in the form of CMOS photo-
diodes, with the understanding that such silicon photodiodes
can only detect light below a wavelength of about 1.1 µm.

Although CMOS photodiodes are well studied and can be
fabricated in standard bulk CMOS processes with zero design
rule check (DRC) violations [17], research using these devices
has so far been encumbered in many applications by a lack of
waveguides in bulk CMOS, a barrier that subtractive photonics
can potentially address.

In the 180-nm bulk CMOS process used in this work, a deep
n-well (DNW) layer is available, which provides the option of
an additional photodiode junction. Fig. 15 shows schematically
that there are junctions available at the interface between the
p-substrate (PSUB) and the DNW, the DNW and the p-well
(PW), and the PW and a highly n-doped region (N+). It is of
course also possible to forgo the DNW and use the junctions
between the PSUB and n-well (NW), and the NW and a
highly p-doped region (P+), but the analysis of [17] shows that
the N+/PW junction provides the highest bandwidth, and the
additional junction provided by DNW affords flexibility, so in
this work, we predominantly use the PSUB/DNW/PW/N+

stackup for testing.
The main question to be answered in the context of sub-

tractive photonics is how the light in the waveguide should
be coupled into the substrate where the CMOS photodiode is
located. One option is to simply terminate the waveguide in
a reflector, although only a crude approximation to a reflector
can be formed using the discrete thicknesses of the dielectric
stackup. Moreover, the low index contrast between the glass
and air will reduce the effectiveness of the reflector, and the
high index contrast between the glass and silicon substrate
will cause further losses. An alternative may be to couple
adiabatically between the waveguide and the substrate with
a long taper. Although this technique may encounter lower
reflection losses, the larger required area increases photodiode
capacitance.

A. Tapering Coupler

Fig. 16 shows the structure of our experimental waveg-
uide taper. The V5M5-V4M4V3 waveguide has a 4-µm-wide
ridge and a 25-µm-wide slab, both of which are tapered
down to zero width over a length of 100 µm. The CMOS
photodiode underneath the coupling region uses the full
PSUB/DNW/PW/N+ stackup for maximum flexibility. The
metal 1 layer is used to contact all four regions of the
photodiode, and the metal 2 layer is used to connect each
region to exterior pads or devices. This metal interconnect
must be protected from the etching process used to form the
waveguides, so the via 2 layer is reserved as a fully glass
insulating layer. This leaves only the metal 3 layer to form an
air gap between the waveguide and the photodiode insulation.
Although the waveguide taper alone will cause light to couple
into the photodiode due to the expanding mode, filling in the
air gap on the metal 3 layer with a glass taper guarantees
even stronger coupling to the substrate since the light loses all
confinement from the following.

We designed several photodiodes with tapering waveguide
couplers for demonstration purposes. One photodiode has an
active area of 16 × 150 µm, while another has an active area
of 50 × 150 µm. The measured responsivities of the N+/PW
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Fig. 9. (a) Die photograph of the M6-V5M5V4 spiral. (b) Spiral illuminated with 635-nm light.

Fig. 10. Measurements of the upper bound on waveguide loss for the
M6-V5M5V4 spiral. The results are compared to the two previous publications
reporting waveguide loss in unmodified bulk CMOS.

Fig. 11. Normalized effective index of the confined modes of the
V5M5-V4M4V3 waveguide across ridge widths at 780 nm.

junctions are plotted in Figs. 17 and 18 against reverse bias,
at the wavelengths of 635 and 780 nm, as well as in a com-
parison of fiber coupling and waveguide coupling at 780 nm.

Fig. 12. Simulated confined modes of a V5M5-V4M4V3 waveguide with a
4-µm-wide ridge at 780 nm. The light blue represents low-k dielectric layers.

Fig. 13. Simulated fiber coupling efficiency for all confined modes of a
V5M5-V4M4V3 waveguide and a lensed fiber with a 2-µm-diameter spot at
780 nm.

The finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulated coupling
efficiency for the 16 × 150 µm photodiode is 30% at 780 nm,
while the simulated coupling efficiency for the 50 × 150 µm
photodiode is 34% at 780 nm. These responsivities can be
improved by switching to the DNW/PSUB junction, which
has the largest depletion region, at the cost of bandwidth due
to the greatly increased diffusion current. Another method
of increasing responsivity is to increase the photodiode area,
which will reduce the bandwidth due to the increased capaci-
tance. In order to show that electronics on chip is unaffected
by post-processing, the smaller photodiode was also connected
to a simple transimpedance amplifier (TIA) that exhibited a
bandwidth of about 200 MHz with an estimated photocurrent
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Fig. 14. Simulated support coupling efficiency at 780 nm for a
V5M5-V4M4V3 waveguide with a 4-µm-wide ridge.

Fig. 15. CMOS photodiode with a PSUB/DNW/PW/N+ stackup.

Fig. 16. 3-D model of the tapered waveguide-photodiode coupler. The ridge
and slab taper to a point over a distance of 100 µm. The photodiode is visible
inside the insulating glass.

of about 1 µA and VDD = 1.8 V, measured with a 50-�
probe and shown in Figs. 19 and 20 (the measurement setup is
shown in Fig. 21). The bandwidth of the TIA can be improved
through many means, for example, by adding an equalizer or
negative capacitance compensation [18]. We also designed a
segmented photodiode for the purpose of understanding the
true area requirements of a waveguide taper. It can be seen in
Fig. 22 that the responsivity is highest at segments 5 and 6,
indicating that the photodiode area can be optimized for low
capacitance even for long waveguide tapers. The high response
at segment 1 is most likely due to light that is not confined in
the waveguide due to imperfect fiber coupling.

B. Reflecting Coupler

Despite the shortcomings of the reflecting coupler men-
tioned above, it minimizes chip area, which is useful both for
the design of large systems and for minimizing photodiode
capacitance, so this option should be optimized rather than
abandoned. We began the design of a reflector by arranging

Fig. 17. Results of a 16 × 150 µm photodiode. (a) FDTD simulation using
the full dielectric stackup. (b) Die photograph. (c) Measured responsivity
of the waveguide-coupled photodiode at wavelengths of 635 and 780 nm.
(d) Measured responsivity using waveguide coupling and vertical fiber cou-
pling at 780 nm.

the layers of the waveguide as an approximation of an angled
reflector with a perfectly flat surface. We then applied particle
swarm optimization in a commercial FDTD tool to obtain the
optimized endface locations for each layer. With the addition
of another reflecting layer, we simulated a coupling efficiency
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Fig. 18. Results of a 50 × 150 µm photodiode. (a) FDTD simulation using
the full dielectric stackup. (b) Die photograph. (c) Measured responsivity
of the waveguide-coupled photodiode at wavelengths of 635 and 780 nm.
(d) Measured responsivity using waveguide coupling and vertical fiber cou-
pling at 780 nm.

of 54% into the silicon substrate (Fig. 23). This is superior to
what can be obtained with a standard grating coupler due to
the low refractive index contrast of the glass–air system.

The insertion loss of the reflecting coupler was measured
relative to a reference photodiode. Note that the insertion loss

here includes the loss of the attached waveguide, the loss
of the waveguide bend with a 100 µm radius, and the loss
due to fiber coupling. At 635 nm, the insertion loss was
measured to be 9.6 dB, while at 780 nm, the insertion loss
was measured to be 10.7 dB. The simulated fiber coupling
loss is about 1.5 dB at 780 nm (Fig. 13), which puts an
upper bound of 9.2 dB on the loss of the reflector. Considering
that the bend loss of the V5M5-V4M4V3 waveguide is high
due to the poor ridge-slab index contrast, it is likely that the
loss of the reflector is relatively close to the simulated loss
of 2.7 dB, although further measurements are necessary to
provide conclusive proof.

IV. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

One challenge in subtractive photonics is that the index
contrast between silicon dioxide-based BEOL dielectrics and
the surrounding air is small compared to silicon photonics,
which will necessarily increase the size of photonic structures,
both in cross section and layout area. Another challenge
is that the suspended photonic structures face mechanical
limits, which constrains the design space. These constraints
are studied in the following.

A. Discussion of Low-k Dielectrics

Since the waveguides are suspended, they must have enough
mechanical strength to survive the etching process and subse-
quent use, so the properties of the dielectric layers used in the
BEOL are critical. For processes with low-k dielectric layers,
the dielectrics that need to be considered are the low-k layers,
silicon dioxide layers, and possibly etch stop layers. In a
typical 180-nm process, the low-k dielectric is fluorosilicate
glass (SiOF) [19], [20], [21], which has a refractive index of
1.43 [20], while a typical 65-nm process uses organosilicate
glass (SiCOH) [21], [22], which has a refractive index of
1.40 at a wavelength of 633 nm [23]. Fortunately, these refrac-
tive indices are not far off from silicon dioxide’s refractive
index of 1.46 at a wavelength of 633 nm [24], [25], allowing
simple modeling to be done using silicon dioxide alone, but
more careful modeling with all layers will produce waveguide
modes that are slightly distorted in comparison to the modes
of an equivalent silicon dioxide waveguide (Fig. 24).

The low-k dielectrics are weaker than silicon dioxide, with
greater susceptibility to cracking and peeling. These properties
have been thoroughly investigated by the CMOS interconnect
research community, which has produced a large number of
papers reporting the results of mechanical tests [26]. The low-
k layers may also have poor adhesion to dielectric layers
above and below them. Again, this issue has been thoroughly
investigated [26]. One property of the dielectric stackups
that is of particular relevance to suspended waveguides is
the mechanical stress induced in the dielectric layers due to
the fabrication process [20]. Differing coefficients of thermal
expansion between materials result in stress as the chip expe-
riences thermal cycling during fabrication [27]. This built-in
stress is released when metal is etched away, and sufficient
stress can lead to dielectric warping. Consequently, waveguide
design must take all these effects into account.
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Fig. 19. Schematic of the TIA, which is highlighted in red in the die photograph.

Fig. 20. Measured bandwidth of the TIA.

Fig. 21. Measurement setup for the TIA bandwidth measurement. The lensed
fiber was coupled to the photodiode vertically and not through the waveguide.

B. Rib Waveguide Design

The modes of a waveguide may generally be divided
into confined modes and radiation modes. In the case of a
suspended rib waveguide, however, the slab introduces nuance.
In cross sections of the slab waveguide that include supports,
the slab is unbounded in width and so supports radiation

Fig. 22. (a) Die photograph and (b) responsivity of a segmented CMOS
photodiode. Note that the input arrow denotes the direction of incident light.

modes. In cross sections of the slab that do not include sup-
ports, the slab is finite in width and supports confined modes.
However, the periodic presence of the supports renders the
confined slab modes lossy, especially in bends, so designers
can reasonably consider the slab as infinite during analysis.
In this case, the confined modes are defined as those modes
with an effective index greater than the effective index of
the surrounding slab. We consider “slab modes” to be those
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Fig. 23. (a) Schematic side view of the reflecting coupler. (b) FDTD
simulation of light coupling into the silicon substrate at 780 nm. (c) Plot
of the FDTD simulated transmission of the reflecting coupler into the silicon
substrate. (d) Die photograph of the measured reflecting coupler with pads
and input waveguide. (e) SEM image of the top of a reflecting coupler.

radiation modes that are confined in one dimension in the
infinite slab and possess an effective index higher than the
medium surrounding the waveguide.

Since the effective index of a confined mode in a rib
waveguide must lie between the highest material index and

Fig. 24. (a) Waveguide mode simulated using glass only. (b) Waveguide mode
simulated using the full dielectric stackup, including low-k materials denoted
by light blue. Although low-k materials vary from process to process, the
low-k material simulated here is SiOF with a refractive index of 1.43.

the effective index of the slab, we define the normalized index
contrast as

neff − nslab

nglass − nslab
(1)

which is used to characterize mode confinement when analyz-
ing waveguide geometry.

1) Slab Thickness: The design of a rib waveguide in sub-
tractive photonics begins with knowledge of the minimum
acceptable thickness for the waveguide slab. We have found in
our investigations of a 180-nm process that a slab composed
of two layers (the dielectric associated with a metal layer
and the dielectric associated with a via layer) provides suffi-
cient mechanical strength for reasonable waveguide structures.
However, if the width of the supports is large enough or
if the length of the supports is small enough, a waveguide
with a two-layer slab will collapse. Consequently, waveguide
designers must follow certain design rules when laying out
supports, just as in the design of other chip components.

A three-layer slab is stronger than a two-layer slab and can
tolerate larger support widths and shorter support lengths with-
out waveguide collapse. Moreover, the reduced index contrast
enables the design of single-mode waveguides with relatively
large cross section. However, the thicker slab comes at the cost
of reduced mode confinement and therefore increased bend
radius.

2) Ridge Geometry: As mentioned above, the index contrast
between the ridge and the slab of the waveguide determines a
tradeoff between bend loss and the cross section of a single-
mode waveguide. The thickness of the slab and the thickness
of the ridge may be chosen to optimize this index contrast
for a given application, subject to the constraints of a mini-
mum slab thickness for mechanical strength, and a maximum
ridge thickness for single-mode operation. For example, given
the two-layer slab criterion outlined above, a designer may
choose to implement a V5M5-V4M4 geometry. This provides
minimum slab thickness, while the two-layer ridge provides
adequate index contrast while avoiding multimode operation.

Once the slab thickness and the ridge thickness are chosen,
the designer must select a ridge width. The ridge width is
constrained to both a minimum for adhesion requirements
and a maximum for ensuring single-mode operation. In the
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Fig. 25. Effective index of the confined modes of the V5M5-V4M4
waveguide versus ridge width at 780 nm.

Fig. 26. Simulated fiber coupling efficiency for all confined modes of a
V5M5-V4M4 waveguide and a 780-nm lensed fiber with a 2-µm-diameter
spot.

180-nm process used in this work, we have found that a 3-
µm-wide ridge ensures adequate ridge-slab adhesion so that
may be taken as the minimum ridge width for the example
V5M5-V4M4 waveguide. Fig. 25 shows the modes for this
geometry as the ridge width varies, demonstrating that higher
order modes are supported at the minimum ridge width of
3 µm. However, since these modes are poorly confined at that
ridge width, they will be highly lossy in bends, and thus, the
waveguide can be considered as quasi-single mode.

An additional consideration for ridge thickness is the effi-
ciency of edge coupling. Fig. 26 shows the mode overlap
between the 2-µm-diameter spot of a 780-nm lensed fiber and
the confined modes of the V5M5-V4M4 geometry. Coupling
of 90% to the fundamental TE and TM modes can be achieved,
indicating the suitability of this ridge geometry for edge
coupling.

3) Slab Width: As alluded to above, the slab width must be
chosen to minimize both the waveguide area and the reflections
due to supports. Since the slab width changes between a
section of the waveguide with support and a section without,
the goal is to maximize mode overlap between the fundamental
modes of both sections. In Fig. 27, we used an EME simulator
to plot this mode overlap over a range of slab widths for

Fig. 27. Simulated support coupling efficiency for a V5M5-V4M4 waveguide
at 780 nm.

the V5M5-V4M4 geometry. We can see that a one-sided slab
extension of 3 µm is sufficient to minimize the loss due to
support reflections.

4) Support Sizing: In general, a tradeoff exists between the
size of waveguide supports and the speed of etching since the
thickness, width, and length of supports determine the size of
the openings that etchant flows through. Without the exact
material properties of the dielectric stackup, however, it is
difficult to model the structural integrity of the waveguide,
especially during the etching procedure, and thus, an empirical
approach is easiest. In the 180-nm process used in this work,
we have found that 20 µm long and 5 µm wide supports
placed every 100 µm provides excellent mechanical strength
with reasonable etching times.2

C. Waffling

In some subtractive aluminum-oxide semiconductor pro-
cesses, such as the bulk 180-nm CMOS process used to
fabricate our waveguides, large, contiguous areas of metal are
forbidden on the top via layer. In these cases, the designer may
instead circumscribe a section of the via layer with slot vias
and enclose it with metal on the layers above and below.3 In
order to facilitate the removal of the metal-enclosed dielectric
during the AETA etch, we break the enclosed sections into
smaller “waffles,” where via arrays are placed inside the slot
via perimeter. The strong adhesion of the barrier layers to the
dielectric pieces can be observed in Fig. 28. While electronic
design tools may still flag waffling as a violation of DRC
rules, it presents a reasonable compromise between design and
fabrication limitations.

Waffling is not necessary in all processes. Of the commer-
cial semiconductor processes that subtractive photonics has
been tested in, only the bulk 180-nm process optimized for RF
devices required it. Other processes, such as a 180-nm process

2Typical etching times for many structures are about 4 h in Aluminum Etch
Type A (AETA) at 80 ◦C, followed by 2 h in hydrogen peroxide and EDTA
at 80 ◦C (see Appendix A). These times will vary depending on the size of
the structure, the stirring rate, how often the etchant is replaced, and so on.

3Slot vias are often found in the seal rings provided by foundries’ process
development kits (PDKs), in which case their manufacturability is assured.
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Fig. 28. (a) M6-V5M5V4 waveguide with waffling partially removed.
(b) SEM image of waffling after etching. Note that the barrier layer is holding
the glass pieces together.

for digital circuits and a 65-nm process for RF devices, did
not require it due to variations in the fabrication process.

V. FUTURE OUTLOOK

As mentioned in Section I, the method of subtractive
photonics is intended to supply low-cost BEOL photonic
integration to arbitrary electronics processes. The waveguides
demonstrated in this article can be complemented by photo-
diodes that are available in the CMOS process for detecting
both visible and infrared light. For the former, CMOS pho-
todiodes offer some flexibility in the type and number of
junctions used for detection, potentially providing bandwidths
up to 12 GHz [17]. For the latter, Schottky photodiodes

have been explored that offer responsivities up to several
mA/W [28].

Thus far, with minimal post-processing, we have means
in a bulk CMOS process of propagating optical signals and
converting those optical signals to electrical signals, in addition
to all of the capabilities afforded by integrated electronics.
Clearly, we are still missing a component that can convert
electrical signals into optical signals—a modulator. Two pos-
sible intrinsic mechanisms are thermo-optic modulation and
modulation using MEMS-like structures. With regard to the
former, silicon dioxide possesses a thermo-optic coefficient
comparable to silicon nitride. However, the low bandwidth
of a thermal modulator would limit applications, which is
also the main drawback of any potential MEMS modulator.
Examining the modulation mechanisms in [29], we may
consider oxide-bonded lithium niobate or deposited mate-
rials such as electrooptic polymers, transparent conducting
oxides, 2-D materials, or phase-change materials. These are
all viable options for high-speed modulation, but the cost
of post-processing these materials may render the economic
advantages of subtractive photonics untenable. In consid-
eration of all these options, thermal modulation offers an
immediate path toward full monolithic electronic–photonic
systems in bulk CMOS, while further work would be necessary
to implement higher speed modulation options.

The primary fiber coupling mechanism used in this article is
edge coupling because the waveguides inherently have a large
cross-sectional area that is advantageous for edge coupling,
and the glass waveguide material is inherently index matched
to the fiber. Grating couplers offer another possibility for fiber
coupling, but the low index contrast of the glass–air material
system gives them low coupling efficiencies.

Advanced CMOS nodes offer new tradeoffs. An immediate
benefit is the larger number of wiring layers, which is expected
to increase up to 19 layers in the next few years [30] and pro-
vides increased flexibility for waveguide design. Thinner metal
layers used in intermediate interconnect will most likely need
to be combined together for mechanical strength but might also
enable single-mode waveguides with smaller cross-sectional
area. Reduced sidewall roughness due to improvement in
lithography is another benefit of advanced nodes. Although
cobalt and ruthenium may be included in intermediate wiring
in future nodes [30], there are a variety of etchants that can
be used to remove those metals without affecting glass [31].
CMOS photodiodes may be possible in FinFET processes due
to the well-substrate junctions available [32], [33], though to
our knowledge, there has been no reported demonstration.

As mentioned in Section IV-A, a typical 65-nm process
uses SiCOH for the low-k dielectric. Subsequent nodes con-
tinued using SiCOH with a focus on increasing porosity, with
some advanced nodes offering air gaps [21]. The intercon-
nect community has faced considerable difficulty integrating
ultralow-k materials (k < 2.6) into the BEOL for a variety
of reasons, including mechanical weakness and poor adhesion
properties [21], [30]. This slowdown in k reduction means that
the low-k dielectric has not changed much in the last couple
decades, giving waveguide designers some predictability in
material properties when moving to more advanced nodes.
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However, the poor mechanical strength and adhesion of lightly
porous or highly porous SiCOH incorporated in various pro-
cesses may restrict the waveguide design space opened up by
a large number of layers.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article, we have presented measurement results
and general design considerations for the method of sub-
tractive photonics. We have demonstrated waveguides formed
using BEOL materials that present significant waveguide loss
improvements over previous demonstrations of photonics in
unmodified bulk CMOS. Photonic properties are analyzed in
the context of material constraints and foundry limitations.
Photodiodes native to CMOS are used for detecting light, with
both tapering and reflecting waveguide-photodiode couplers
measured. With these devices and the low barrier of entry
due to the minimal post-processing, subtractive photonics
provides a promising avenue for the monolithic integration
of electronics and photonics in CMOS.

APPENDIX A
ETCHING PROCEDURE

The etchant used and the etching protocol will generally
depend on the structure of the backend interconnect. In a
typical 180-nm process, the backend interconnect metal is
aluminum with a small percentage of copper and silicon,
with tungsten plugs for vias. The tungsten plugs are insulated
from the surrounding dielectric using a Ti/TiN bilayer that
acts as a barrier and adhesion layer. TiN is also used as an
antireflective coating for patterning of the metal layers [34].
In a typical 65-nm process, the backend interconnect is formed
using a copper dual damascene process, which requires a
diffusion barrier to isolate the copper from the surrounding
dielectric. A Ta/TaN bilayer is typically used as the diffusion
and adhesion layer [21].

The typical etching procedure starts the chips in AETA [35]
at 80 ◦C for several hours. At this point, a visual check
is performed to determine the next etching step. In some
processes, such as the 65-nm process used in [15], the barrier
layers inhibit continued etching after the metal above the
barrier has been removed. In this case, it has been found that a
1:1 solution of hydrogen peroxide and EDTA at 80 ◦C for 1 h
or two works well for etching the barrier layers [36], [37].4

Etching with AETA can then proceed, with further etching
of barrier layers as necessary. In other processes, such as the
180-nm process used in this work, the barrier layers do not
inhibit full etching of the metal, allowing all the aluminum
to be etched before the barrier layer remnants are cleaned up
with hydrogen peroxide and EDTA etch.

APPENDIX B
WAVEGUIDE LOSS MEASUREMENT

The waveguide loss measurements consist of upper bounds
determined by measuring the insertion loss of long waveguide

4For TiN in particular, another option is a solution of hydrogen peroxide
and ammonium hydroxide [34].

spirals relative to a free-space fiber-to-fiber baseline. The
insertion loss consists of fiber-chip coupling losses, waveguide
bend losses, and all other waveguide losses, which may be
formulated as

I L = Lcoupling + Lbends + Lwaveguide. (2)

This implies that if W is the waveguide length

I L
W

≥
Lwaveguide

W
(3)

which is the upper bound presented for the fabricated waveg-
uides.
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